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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In connection with the investigation of linear differential equations several kinds 
of pointwise transformations are often considered. In this paper we shall derive 
the general form of pointwise transformations of linear quasi-differential equations 
of the n-th order. 
Let A = (Aj) be n x n-matrix with component A) in the i-th row and in the 
j-th column and let KM be the set of all nxn-matrices A such that AJ+1 ?- 0 and 
A) = 0 for 1 :g / + 2 :g j ^ n. In accordance with [3] and [4] a linear quasi-
differential equation of the n-th order is by the definition the scr.hr differential 
equation that can be obtained by elimination from the system 
(1) z' = S(t) z, 
wheie S(i)eKn. If z denotes a column vector in R", we can compute the i-th 
component of z from the equation (1) through the previous components and their 
derivatives: 
sŕ,-Қt) 
[(Z , -V-ZV , (0- J ]. - á i š n . 
By this procedure we can convert the equation (1) into a scalar linear differential 
equation with unknown function z1. Then the i-th component of the vector solu-
tion of the equation (1) is called the (i — l)-th quasi-derivative of the function z1. 
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In [5] Stackal proved that the most general pointwise transformation converting 
any linear homogeneous differential equation of the rz-th order (n ^ 2) in in-
dependent variable x and dependent variable y into an equation of the same kind 
in variables t and z is of the form 
/ = k(x), 
z = m(x) y, 
where k'(x) 7-= 0 and m(x) / 0, see also [1] and [6]. Our approach to description 
of all pointwise transformations of linear quasi-differential equations of the n-th 
order will be rather different. Instead of scalar linear differential or quasi-differential 
equations of the rz-th order we shall take into account the linear systems (I) which 
correspond with scalar equations of the n-th order and pointwise transformations 
of scalar solutions will be replaced by pointwise transformations of fundamental 
matrix solutions of these systems. The main result of this approach is formulated 
in the next section. Its proof, based on Theorem 1 in [2], is given in Section 3. 
2. NOTATION AND MAIN RESULT 
The first part of this section is a list of symbols used below. Let n ^ 2 be integer, 
let r jg: 0 be an integer or 00 and let I and J be open intervals. The set of all real 
n X ^-matrices will be denoted as Mn. The symbol K„ has been already defined in 
Section 1 and Ln will be the set of all n x ^-matrices (Aj) such that A'i+i =-= 1 for 
1 g / g n - 1 and A) = 0 for 1 ^ / ^ n - 1, / + 1 # j . The symbol GLrt will 
stand for the set of all regular matrices from Mrt. GL* will stand for the set of all 
n X n-matrices with positive determinants. The symbols F, tr, det, "*, * will stand 
for the unit matrix, the trace, the determinant, the inverse and the transpose, 
respectively. The elements of R" will be considered as column vectors. The principal 
diagonal and the subprincipal diagonal of a matrix A eMn aie formed by com-
ponents A\ and -4J. + 1-J for 1 ^ / g ny respectively. 
The sets of all continuous and Mimes continuously differentiable functions 
defined on M with values in N will be denoted as C (M, N) and Cr(M, N), respective-
ly. We shall write E(S, J) for the equation (1) with S e C(J, K„). This equation 
corresponds to the linear quasi-differential equation of the n-th order that will be 
denoted as En(S, J). Analogously, the equation E(R> I) with R e C(7, Ln) of the 
form 
/ 0, 1, 0, ..., 0 
(2) .
0 : . . . . 0 ' . . . . ' : . . . ; : : . . . 0 . 
\ - J P 0 » —Pi* ~P2> •••• ~Pn-
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represents the n-th order linear homogeneous differential equation denoted as 
En(p,I)9 where p = (pQ9p{, ...,/v,-i)-
As a pointwise transformation consider a mapping T = {Tl9 T2): ZxGL
+ -• 
-> JxMn 
/ - T,(x9 Y), Z = T2(x9 Y), 
satisfying the following assumptions: 
(A) T = (Ti9 T2) is a homeomorphism OfIxGL
+ into JxMn. 
(B) For every equation E(R91) with R e C
r(I, Ln) there is an equation E(S9 J) with 
S e C(J9 Kn) such that for every solution y e C
X(I9 GL
+) of the equation E(R91) 
the couples (t9 Z) 
t = T,(x9 Y(x))9 Z = T2(x9 Y(x)) 
for x G I form a graph of a function Z(t) representing a solution of E(S9 J). 
Theorem. Let n ^ 2. Every mapping T = (Tl9 T2) satisfying (A) and (B) is of 
the form 
(3) Tt(x, Y) = k(x) 
and either 
(4a) T2(x9 Y) = M(x) (det Y)
A YC, X * - — , 
n 
or 
(4b) T2(x, Y) == M(x)(det Y)
A (Y"1)*C, X + —, 
n 
where X e R, C e GLn, k is a C
l-diffeomorphism of I onto J, Me CHI, GLn), for 
every x e I f/ie matrix M(x) has only zeros above the principal diagonal in case (4a) 
and M~1(x) has only zeros under the subprincipal diagonal in case (4b). 
Converselyy if a mapping T is of the form (3) and (4a) or (4b) with A, C, fc and M 
satisfying the above conditions then (A) and (B) fto/d et>e« if the condition R e Cr(I, Ln) 
in (B) w replaced by the condition R e C(I, K j . 
Remark 1. Denote h the inverse function of k and put N =. M o fc. As it has 
been already noted in [2], the transformation (3), (4) converts the equation E(R91) 
either into the equation 
(5a) Z' = [N'(0 N"^) + -W(0 tr R(h(t))E + h'(t) N(t) R(h(t)) N-'(0] Z 
in case (4a), or into the equation 
(5b) Z' = [N'(0 N~Ht) + Xh'(t) tr R(h(t))E - h'(t) N(t) R*(h(t)) N^\t)] Z 
in case (4b). 
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Let the previous Theorem be illustrated by an example. Consider the transforma­
tion (3) and (4b), where k is an identity, X = 0 and 
M(x) 
Similarly to [4] we can make sure that this transformation converts every equa­
tion (1) that corresponds to the equation 
(6) y{n) + Pn-,(x)/
n~" + ... + Po(x)y = 0, 
into the equation (1) that represents the adjoint equation to (6) 
f...((z' -pn^(x)z)
f +pn-2(x)z)' - ... +(- l )»-V 1 (x )Z ) ' +(- l ) "/>o(*)* = 0. 
The next statement is a consequence of the main Theorem. It describes all 
pointwise transformations of equations (1) with coefficients in Ln into equations 
(1) with coefficients in K„, taking into account only vector solutions. 
Consequence. Let n ^ 2 and let i = iz1, T2) be a homeomorphism ofIxR" into 
JxRw satisfying the assumption: 
For every n-th order linear differential equation En(p, I) with pi e C
r(I, R) there 
is a linear quasi-differential equation of the n-th order En(S9 J) with S e C(J, Kn) 
such that for every solution y e Cn(I, R) of the former equation the couples 
<t,z[\ 0 S i S n - 1, 
/ = tx(x, (y(x\ y'(x\ ..., /«-*>(*))*), 
( z m , z[21,..., **-1])* = T2(X, (y(x), /(*) , . . . , y<
n~*>(*))*), 
for x e I form graphs of functions zm(t) e Cl(J, R) and zl0\t) is a solution of 
the equation En(S, J) with the following quasi-derivatives z
U](f), zt2](/),..., 
Then t is of the form 
m *i fo y) = *(*)» 
K) T2(x,y) = Mx)y, 
where k is a Cl-diffeomorphism of I onto J, Me CVI, GLJ and M(x) is a matrix 
having only zeros above the principal diagonal for every xel. 
Remark 2. According to the statement of Consequence every solution y $ C"(I, R) 
of some equation En(p, I) is converted into the function 
z™(t) = M\(h(t))y(h(t)\ 
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where h denotes the inverse function to k. That means, roughly speaking, that 
the pointwise transformations of the above type do not depend on derivatives. 
3. P R O O F S 
First, we shall prove Theorem. Let us suppose that T is a mapping satisfying 
(A) and (B). Then (Al) and (Bl) of Theorem 1 in [2] hold for T as well. Therefore, 
due to this Theorem 1, we get that T is of the form (3) and (4a) or (4b), where 
X e R, C e GL„, k is a homeomorphism having the inverse function h e Cl(J, I) 
and N = M ohe Cl(J, GLn). It remains to show the claim on the form of the 
matrix M(x) and h'(t) ^ 0 for every t e J. 
According to Remark 1 the transformation T converts every equation E(R, I) 
into the equation E(S9 J) of the foim (5a) or (5b). We shall request S e C(J, K„) 
for every R e C'(I, L„). Let us distinguish cases (5a) and (5b). 
(i) In case (5a) we seek all functions NeC^J, GLn) and heC*(J, I) so that 
for every R e Cr(I, L„) there exists a function S e C(J, K„) such that 
(8) N' + h'NR o h =- SN, 
where S = S - Xh! tr R o hE e C(J, K„). 
Write Rohm the form (2) and compare the /-th rows in (8) for 1 ^ / g n — 1. 
(N[)' -h'N'nPo = £ S , . < 
(M)' + h'N[ - h'Nip, = £ S'jNi, 
J=Í 
(9) 
(NlJ + /.'ÍVJ.-1 - /«'iV^m_. = £•ŠjNi, 2 á m š n, 
(NJV + h'Ni-i -A'NiA-i = i s j N i . 
1-1 
Supposing h'(t)Nn(t) # 0 for some teJ and 1 ^ / ^ n — 1, we can choose 
Po(0»Pi(0> •••»P«-i(0 for the left hand side of (9) to vanish. Since S{+1(/) ?- 0, 
we get from (9) that a nontrivial linear combination of / + 1 rows of the matrix 
N(/) is zero, which is in contradiction to N(t)eGLn. Hence, h'(t) Nn(t) = 0 for 
every teJ and all /, 1 ^ / ^ n — 1. The function h is strictly increasing or 
decreasing, therefore the set {t e J, h'(t) y- 0} is dense in J and, that is why the 
set {/ e J, Nn(t) = 0} is dense in / as well. Continuity of the function N implies 
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Nn(t) = 0 for every t e J. Consequently, from the last equation in (9) we obtain 
h'(t) Ni-iCO = 0 for every / € J and 1 g i ^ n — 2. The same consideration as 
above yields Nn^t(t) = 0 for every t e J and 1 !g i <£ w — 2. In the same way 
it can be proved by induction in (9) that the necessary condition for (8) is 
(10) Nj(t) = 0 for 1 ^ i < j g n and for every / e J. 
Let us assume there is a / e J such that h\i) = 0. Taking into account (10), from 
the (i + l)-th equation in (9) we get 
s!+1(oNi:i(o = o, 
which contradicts to S{+1(f) ^ 0, det N(t) ?- 0 and (10). Hence, 
(11) h\t) 7*0 for every teJ. 
Let us prove the converse: If h e C\J, I), Ne Cl(J9 GL„) and (10) and (11) are 
fulfilled, then the equation (5a) corresponds to linear quasi-differential equation 
of the n-th order for every R e C(/, Kn), i.e. for every R e C(I, Kn) the equation 
(12) N' + Xh' XxRohN + h'NR oh = SN 
has a solution S e C(J, Krt). Comparing the i-th rows in (12) for 1 <; i <Z n - 1, 
we get 
(N[)' + h\ £ NiJR{oh + XtrRohN
i
1)= £ S}N{, 
1~i I=i 
(NІУ + ҺX £ NЏІoh + ÅtтRohNІ)^ £ S)NJm, 2йmйi, 
j-m-í. j = m 
(13) 
Л В Д + 1 o й = £ SДО+i. 
І--I + 1 
0 = Ě S'jNJm, i + 2ámán. 
j-=m 
Then the fact that det (NJJ * 0, J, m e {i + 2, i + 3,..., /i}, for 1 ^ i <; w - 2 




Therefore according to (10) and (11), we have Sfi+l(t) ¥* 0 for all / e J. 
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(ii) Now we are going to examine case (5b). First, we shall find a necessary 
condition on Ne(J9GLn) and heC
x(J9l) so that for every ReC'(l9\jn) there 
exists a function S e C(J, Kn) satisfying the equation 
N'N"1 + kh' trRohE- h'NK* o hN'1 = S. 
Since N'N"1 = — MN"1) ' , we can rewrite the previous formula in the following 
way 
(14) (N"1)' + h'R* o nN~l =- - N ^ S , 
where S = S - kh' tr R o hE e C(J, Kn). 
Further, let us use V instead of N""1 and let R o h be written in the form (2). 
For the f-th column, 2 ^ j g n, the formula (14) reads as follows 
(v)y -h'p0v>) = - i.yls'j. 
(15) 
(V))' + VV) - h'PlV"j = - Y, VÎSj, 
f = j - i 
(Vy)' + .W7- 1 - A ^ - x " = - I VSý, 2 ^ m ^ в, 
Í = Ј - І 
(V;y +hfvy1 -h'Pn^v
nj = - £ ^ . 
Next we proceed similarly as in (i). Assuming h'(t) Vj(t) # 0 for some teJ and 
some j9 2 g j g n9 we can choose p0(t)9pi(t)9 ...,P«~i(0 for the left hand side 
of (15) to vanish. Therefore a nontrivial linear combination of n — j + 2 columns 
of the matrix V is zero, which is a contradiction. That is why h'(t) Vj(t) = 0 for 
all / e J and all j9 2 ^ j <; n. Similarly as in (i), we derive V"(t) = 0 for all teJ 
and 2 ^ j ^ n. From the last equation in (15) we get h'(t) Vj~x(t) = 0 for every 
teJ and 3 <Zj £ n. As in (i), we can show Vj~l(t) = 0 for every teJ and 
3 ^ j ^ 7i. The induction analogously yields 
(16) Fj(0 = 0 for every t e J and / + j £ n + 2. 
Considering (16) and supposing ft'(t) = 0 f° r some t e J we get from the 
(n - j + 2)-th equation in (15) 
v)t\-\t)~ssj-\t)=*^ 
which is in contradiction to Sj-X(t) # 0, det V & o and (16). Hence (11) is also 
true in this case. 
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Proof of the converse: If h e CX(J, I) and NeCl(J, GL„) satisfy (11) and (16), 
where V = N"1, the equation (5b) corresponds to linear quasi-differential equation 
of the n-th order for every R e C(I, K„), i.e. for every R e C(I, Kn) the equation 
(17) V' - Xh* \x RohV + VR* ohV = - V S 
has a solution S e C(J, Kn). Writing (17) for the j-th column, 2 g j = n, we have 
(Vj)'+/*'(" I R[oh J-JltrKo hVlj)= - t WSJ, 
i = l i = l 
(V7)' + /i'("Z < o / » V J - л t r R o />VJ)= - £ ^ГS}. 2 g m ^ п + l - j 
f = m - l i = l 
(i8) лвд:j° лV;+1_;= - z' ^r2-^. 
i - i 
n + l - m 
0 = - £ V?Sj> /i + 3 - I = m = n. 
» = i 
Since det (V^)^^Z3tyi'i
n * 0 for 3 = j ^ n, we get Sj = 0 for j = / + 2. Con-
sequently, the (n + 2 -y)-th equation in (18) is 
h\t)R&\-'m)) vyi-j(t) = -V^r 'wsr 'o) . 
Therefore (11) and (16) yield SJf\t) ^ 0 for every t e J and 2 ^ j ^ H. This 
completes the proof of Theorem. 
The proof of Consequence proceeds in the similar way as the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [2], so we sketch it only. First, we prove that TX depends on x 
only, i.e. 
*i(*> y) = K*)> 
where k is a homeomorphism of I onto J. Then we define the mapping T =*-
= (^i> r2) • IxGL* -* JxM, by the formula 
r-x*. y) = w*), 
V ' T2(X, 7) = (X2(X9 Y,\ T2(X, Y2), ..., T2(X, Yn))f 
where r , eR", 1 ̂ f g «. The mapping T satisfies the assumptions (A) and (B), 
hence the form of this transformation is described by (3) and (4). Because of 7* 
being defined with the aid of (19), we get only 
T2(x> Y) =-= M(x) Y, 
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where M(x) has zeros above the principal diagonal. The remaining part of the 
proof follows from (19) and Theorem. 
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